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Abstract: Three series of model are prepared to examine what factor controls the precision of strain where the axial ratio

of initial strain marker ellipsoids is assumed to scatter as a normal distribution. The average method is used to analyze the

3D strain of the present simulation. Three series of model are produced to test three factors; (1) sample size of markers,

(2) mean of axial ratio of makers and (3) standard deviation of axial ratio of markers. The simulation is performed in

three deformational fields; pure shear of plane strain, isochoric transpression and simple shear of plane strain. Results of

the simulation are; (1) When the sample size of the initial strain marker ellipsoids is large, the precision of strain analysis

is high. But the precision does not change over 300 sample size. (2) When the mean of axial ratio of the initial strain

marker ellipsoids closes to unity, the precision of strain analysis is high. (3) If the standard deviation of axial ratio of the

initial strain marker ellipsoids becomes smaller than unity, the precision of strain analysis becomes high. (4) These results

hold almost in the same way for the three deformational fields. The exception is; the strain precision becomes high during

the progress of deformation under the transpression and the simple shear, though the precision does not change during

deformation under the pure shear.

Key words : Precision, 3D strain anaysis, Ellipsoidal passive marker, Average method

1. Introduction

Techniques to analyze strain have been developed by many

researchers since Cloos (1947) did. Methods of strain analysis

are divided into the orientation method and the shape method.

The orientation method was developed by Sanderson (1977),

Fry (1979) and Panozzo (1984). Since passive ellipsoids are

assumed as strain markers, the discussion in this paper is limited

to the shape method.

The shape method comprises the graphic method and the

algebraic method. The graphic method includes the shape factor

grid method (Elliott, 1970) and Rfl<t> method (Ramsay, 1967;

Dunnet,1969; Dunnet and Siddans,1971; Lisle, 1977,1985). The

algebraic method is composed of the method by Matthews et

a/.(1974) and the average method (Shimamoto and Ikeda,1976;

Wheeler, 1986). The Rfl<j> method has such defects that it is sub

jective and time consuming because of using graphs. The alge

braic methods have no such defects though the method by

Matthews et al. needs other data such as a direction of long axis

of strain. I believe the averaged method is most convenient for

the strain analysis of both 2D and 3D using passive ellipsoidal

(elliptical) markers, because of its theoretical soundness and

simplicity. The method was first described by Shimamoto and

Ikeda (1976) and was precisely studied by Wheeler(1986).

On the other hand, regarding the precision of strain analy

sis, as long as I know, Siddans (1980) is the only one example.

His simulation is performed as ; (1) 100 randomly oriented ini

tial ellipsoids with constant axial ratio were set up. (2) They

were deformed homogeneously to derive Rfl<t> data. (3) The Rfl

(j) data were analyzed in five ways. Two ways are the calcula

tion of simple algebraic means of Rf such as arithmetic and har

monic means. The other three ways are the method by the Rfl<t>,

the method by Matthews et a/.(1974) and the average method

(Shimamoto and Ikeda, 1976). Siddans' simulation can say

which technique is best to calculate strain but nothing more. His

simulation did not give what the factor of precision of strain

analysis is.

In the present paper I have simulated three series of strain

marker model for three deformational fields containing coaxial

and non-coaxial fields to examine the factor of precision of 3D

strain analysis. The shape of strain marker is assumed to be

ellipsoidal. Suspected factors which affect precision are (1) the

sample size of strain markers, (2) the mean of the axial ratio (R,)
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of strain markers, (3) the standard deviation ofR, and (4) type of

deformational field; pure shear, isochoric transpression and sim

ple shear.

The simulation is performed as follows. (1) Several hun

dred randomly oriented marker ellipsoids are produced. Their

axial ratio /?, (=~^~) snows a normal distribution. (2) They are

deformed homogeneously in three deformational fields with dif

ferent Wk. (3) Fabric ellipsoid is calculated by averaging the

shape tensor component of maker ellipsoids. (4) Fabric and

strain ellipsoids are compared to calculate the difference of dis

tance from its center to its surface point between both ellipsoids.

2. Average method

The average method is explained below, because the simu

lation that will be described in the paper is clearly understood if

we recognize the relation between the fabric ellipsoid and the

strain ellipsoid as illustrated in Fig.l. I use different definition of

the terms "shape tensor" and "fabric ellipsoid" from the defini

tion of Wheeler (1986) because Wheeler's definition is confu-

sional. Mathematical symbols are referred to the Notation.

When an ellipsoid is described in its vector form

xTAx = 1,

I call A as "shape tensor" of the ellipsoid and the shape tensor is

already normalized by cubic root of determinant of A because

we are always interested to the shape of the ellipsoid.Let's con

sider plural ellipsoids whose shape tensors are Af (/ = 1,2,- ••,

n). We add each component of A{ and normalize the resultant

tensor to obtain an average tensor. I call the average tensor as

"the shape tensor of fabric ellipsoid".

Consider the randomly oriented passive marker ellipsoids whose

equations are

Deformation tensor D

marker ellipsoid marker ellipsoid

after deformation
fabric ellipsoid

average

strain ellipsoid

Fig.l Relation between fabric ellipsoid and strain ellipsoid

xTAix = \ (/= 1,2,-••,«).

When they are transformed by a deformation tensor D (x -Dx),

the marker ellipsoids are written as

(D-lxfA{D-lx') = 1.

Averaging the shape tensor as

B = average \(D" l)TAp~ ' | = (D~ '^average \A,\ D~ ',

B is the shape tensor of fabric ellipsoid according to the former

definition.

If the initial marker ellipsoids are averaged to a sphere, their

axes were randomly oriented before deformation. If this is the

case, the average of the initial shape tensor of the markers is a

unit tensor. Thus the average tensor B is

B = (D~ '^average \a,\ D~] = (D~ x)t1D- ] = (DDT)-'

The shape tensor of the fabric ellipsoid is (DDT)~ l .

On the other hand, consider the deformation of a unit

sphere

which is transformed by D as follows.

(x')T(D- l)TD~

lx'= 1

This must be a strain ellipsoid. Thus, if the initial marker ellip

soids are randomly oriented, their fabric ellipsoid coincides to

the strain ellipsoid.

Notation Explanation of symbols

X length of long axis of strain ellipsoid

Y length of intermediate axis of strain ellipsoid

Z length of short axis of strain ellipsoid

/?=~2~ axial ratio of strain ellipsoid

Xj length of long axis of marker ellipsoid

Yt length of intermediate axis of marker ellipsoid

Z, length of short axis of marker ellipsoid

Rn~z^ axial ratio of marker ellipsoid

n sample size

m mean of/?,

a standard deviation of/?,

D deformation tensor = position gradient tensor

(DDT)"' shape tensor of strain ellipsoid

Wk kinematic vorticity number

Ljj velocity gradient tensor

/ unit tensor
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3. Deformational field

According to Ramberg (1975), McKenzie and Jackson

(1983), Tikoff and Fossen (1993) and others, a deformation ten

sor is derived from a velocity gradient tensor. Instantaneous

movement is described as

where Ltj is the velocity gradient tensor

c x I xy f xz

0 iy fy.

0 0 ez _

The kinematic vorticity number (Truesdell,1953) is written as

Wt =

+ ey + c7) + (^)2 + (y,,)2 + (y\yf

In the present simulation I choose three deformational fields as

follows.

(1) Pure shear and plane strain rate is illustrated in Fig.2. Since

the components except for ix and iz are zero, the velocity gra

dient tensor is

£x

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 =

0.01

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-0.01

and Wk = 0.

Thus the corresponding deformation tensor of a steady state is

"exp(e,0 0 0

D= 0 1 0

_ 0 0 expOM)J

where £x + i2 = 0.

In this simulation £x takes 0.01 and the marker ellipsoids are

deformed 100 times varying the variable t from 1 to 100, while

R moves 1.0202 to 7.38906. R means the axial ratio of the strain

ellipsoid during deformation.

(2) Isochoric transpression is shown in Fig.3.

The velocity gradient tensor is

Fig.3 Isochoric transpression

0

0

_0

and Wk

A steady

D =

1

0

0

o yxz~

iy 0

0 iz_

=

0 0 0.01

0 0.01 0

_0 0 -0.01

= 0.4472.

state deformation tensor D i

0 -r^-|exp(e./)-1|
^ z

exp(ev/) 0

0 exp(e2/)

where ev + iz = 0.

ey takes 0.01, yxz takes 0.01 and the marker ellipsoids are

deformed 100 times varying the variable / from 1.2 to 120 at

interval 1.2, while R moves 1.02684 to 13.5873.

(3) Simple shear and plane strain rate is illustrated in Fig.4.

The velocity gradient tensor is

L =

and Wk = 1

The deformation tensor of a steady state is

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

=

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.01

0

0

D = o l o

o o l

Fig.2 Pure shear and plane strain rate Fig.4 Simple shear and plane strain rate
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y^ takes 0.01 and the marker ellipsoids are deformed 100 times

varying the variable / from 4 to 400 at interval 4, while R moves

1.04081 to 17.9443.

Thus we have three types of deformation tensor by which any

marker ellipsoid is deformed in three ways. If the marker ellip

soid before deformation is described as

xTAix=l,

the marker ellipsoid after deformation becomes

Table 1 Series of strain marker model, n is sample size, m is mean and

a is standard deviation of/?,.

where x' = Dx.

4. Marker ellipsoid

4.1 Property of strain marker

Strain markers are assumed to have the following proper

ties.

(1) Shape of the marker is ellipsoidal.

(2) There is no competency contrast between the marker and the

matrix.

(3) Initial principal axes of the marker are randomly oriented.

(4) Markers are homogeneously deformed.

(5) Markers do not change their volume during deformation.

Rj =-^-1 of the markers shows a normal dis

tribution.

The assumptions from (1) to (4) are the same those in the

case of two dimensional finite strain analysis using ellipse-shape

strain markers. I have supposed that the conditions of (5) and (6)

are reasonable for the natural strain markers, if the mean of the

normal distribution is near unity.

4.2 Series of model

It is examined how the following three factors affect to the

precision of 3D strain analysis, assuming that the axial ratio of

the strain markers shows a normal distribution.

(1) Sample size of the strain markers.

(2) Mean of the axial ratio (R,) of the strain markers.

(3) Standard deviation of Rt.

Three series including twelve models are produced to per

form the simulation. Ten models within the twelve's are inde

pendent because the model 1 is used repeatedly third times in

the different series as a standard model. Three series of model

are constructed and simulated for each deformational field; the

pure shear, the isochoric transpression and the simple shear.

Thus the three types of deformation are also the factors which

expect to control the precision of strain.

(1) Series A : The sample size («) of the marker varies, while the

mean (m) and the standard deviation (o) of the axial ratio (/?,) of

the marker are both fixed as unity. The series is composed of

Table la

model

model

model

model

Table lb

model

model

model

model

Table lc

model

model

model

model

Series A

1

8

9

10

Series B

1

5

6

7

Series C

1

2

3

4

n

100

300

600

1000

n

100

100

100

100

n

100

100

100

100

m

1

1

1

1

m

1

2

5

10

m

1

1

1

1

o

1

1

1

1

a

1

1

1

1

G

1

0.8

0.5

0.2

four models; model 1, model 8, model 9 and model 10, as

described on Table la.

(2) Series B : The mean (m) of Rt varies, while the sample

size(w) and the standard deviation (<r) are fixed as n = 100 and

a = 1. The series includes four models; model 1, model 5,

model 6 and model 7, as shown on Table lb.

(3) Series C : The standard deviation (a) of R, varies, while the

sample size («) and the mean (m) are fixed as n = 100 and m = 1.

The series includes four models; model 1, model 2, model 3 and

model 4, as written on Table lc.

1.5-

1.0-

0.0-

model 1 (n=l00)

model 8 (n=300)

model 9 (n=600)

model 10 (n= 1000)

-2 10

Fig.5 Normal distributions assumed for all models. Curves of models 1,

8, 9 and 10 are same because their m and a coincide with each

other. All curves are defined in the region larger than unity of/?,.
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The curves of normal distribution for the ten models are illus

trated in Fig. 5.

4.3 Normal random number

The axial ratio (/?,) of marker ellipsoids is assumed to the

normal random numbers. The normal random numbers are pro

duced from uniform random numbers by the Box and Muller

method. Using two uniform random numbers w, and w/+1, the

normal random numbers z, and z/+l whose mean and standard

deviation are m and a are calculated by the equations.

Xi (=y)

j = V~ 21ogw,(cos2 n )(w,+,)

4.4 XZ diagram of ellipsoid

X, Y and Z are the length of long, intermediate and short

axes of an ellipsoid where X > Y> Z. Dividing the inequality
Y 7 X

X> Y>ZbyYinto — > 1 > —, we rewriteXinstead of —

and Z instead of — because we are interested to the shape of the

ellipsoid. Let's define the axial ratio (R) of the ellipsoid as R =

-y, then R means the gradient of a line through the origin (0,0)

as illustrated in Fig.6 where X and Z show ordinate and abscissa,

respectively. I call the figure "XZ diagram". According to the

relation X > Z, the defined region of the possible point (Z, X) is

limited to the upper left rectangular part which is bounded by

X= 1 andZ= 1.

4.5 Marker point on X^Z, diagram

A marker ellipsoid is shown as a point on XjZ,- diagram

where X{ and Zi are ordinate and abscissa. The point is called

"marker point". The intersection of a line X^RjZj and a line ^,=1

is P{ and the intersection of a line X^R^j and Z,=l is P2 on the

XjZj diagram (Fig.7). The distance between P, and P2 is assumed

to be unity. We define arbitrarily a marker point (Z,, X) by pro-

R=10

R=l

Fig.6 XZ diagram where X and Z mean the long and the short axial

length of a strain ellipsoid.

length=l

marker point (Zj, Xj)

Zi(=x)

Fig.7 X& diagram. K, is defined to be unity. P, is the intersection of a

line y = mx and a line y— 1. P2 is the intersection of y = mx and

x = 1. The distance between P, and P2 is defined as unity.

dueing a random number between 0 to 1 as follows. On the X&

diagram, let rewrite the variable Z, to x as abscissa and variable

Xj to y as ordinate, and R{ to m. Since the point Px is the intersec

tion of both the lines

y — mx

y=\ '

we have the coordinate of P, as (—,lV Similarly for the point
\ m }

P, which is the intersection of

JC=1

we have P2 as (1, m). Therefore, when we divide equally the dis

tance between P, and P2 into n parts, both increments ofx andj>

are

xim.=
(■-±)

n

m-\

n

We have the coordinate (xh yk) of the &th point as

1U

= \+(m-\)f

In order to produce random points ranging between P, and

P2 on the line y = mx, the value of kin is exchanged to a random

number between 0 to 1. Calculating the coordinate (xh yk) in this

way, the (jc*, yk) could be the coordinate of a random marker

point (Z,, X,). Since Y, = 1 on the X,Zt diagram, the principal

axial lengths of the marker ellipsoid are obtained as Xh 1 and Z7,
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2.0-

1.0-

0.0 -{

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Z

Fig.8 Distribution of initial marker points of the model 1 {n = 100, m = 1

and a = 1) on X& diagram as an example. It is noticeable that all

the points are distributed within the triangular region delimited by

three lines, X,,= 1, Z, = 1 and X, = kZt.

An example of the distribution of initial marker points on the

XjZj diagram is illustrated in Fig.8.

4.6 Random distribution of principal axes of a marker ellipsoid

Producing the marker ellipsoid whose axes are randomly

oriented is same as producing an orthogonal xyz system that

rotates randomly around the present orthogonal XYZ coordinate

system. If the direction of the x axis is indicated by the Euler

angle ( a , (3, / ), we have

cos2a + cos2/9 + cos2/ = 1.

The formula is changed into

cos / = ± V1 ~ cos2 a - cos2 /? .

The x, y and z axes are calculated by the following procedure.

(1) Define a and ft randomly.

(2) Define / using the above formula. Then x axis is obtained.

(3) Repeat the calculation from (1) to (2), and define the other

axis which is called/? axis.(4) Define^ axis as the intersection of

two planes whose poles are x and/?.

(5) Define z axis as the vector product ofx and y axes.

4.7 Representation of a marker ellipsoid in the XYZ system

A marker ellipsoid described in the orthogonal xyz system

is

XTAjK = 1

where

^00

0 1 0

0 0 X

and notice Y,■= 1.

The equation is transferred to the equation that is presented in

the other coordinate XYZ system if we know the transform ten

sor between the two coordinate systems. The transform tensor is

supposed here as

where

T =

COS0,, COS0I2 COS013

COS02] COS022 COS023

COS031 COS#32 COS#33 _j

The direction cosine of x axis is (cos#n, cos#,2, cos#,3), and

those of.y and z axes are (cos#2l, cos#22> cos#23) and (cos#31, cos

032, cos#33), respectively as illustrated in Fig.9. The marker

ellipsoid described in the XYZ system is

(TX)TAi(TX) = 1.

X\TTAiT)X= 1.

XTBiX= 1.

where 5, = TTA,T.

5. Shape error

Regarding three series of model including twelve models

described in the section 4.2, the fabric ellipsoid is calculated by

averaging the shape tensor component of marker ellipsoids. We

cannot clearly recognize the difference between the fabric and

the strain ellipsoids , for example, on a normalized Flinn dia

gram* because the difference is small. Thus I use "shape error".

Z

Fig.9 Two orthogonal coordinate systems, XYZ and xyz.

* The normalized Flinn diagram is the Flinn diagram where the length of Y axis is defined unity. As a result the abscissa is — and the ordinate is X.
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y axis

Fig. 10 Twelve direction points on one of the principal section of an

strain ellipsoid. They divide the section ellipse at interval of

30° .The direction of 1 and 7 coincides with the long axis and

that of 4 and 10 coincides with the short axis of the strain ellip

soid.

The shape error is the concept which measures the difference

between a fabric ellipsoid and a strain ellipsoid. The concept

was originally created by Hayashi(1995) calling "normalized

distance" and is described briefly as follows. Both concepts of

the shape error and the normalized distance are similar but dif

ferent, because the shape error use the principal plane of strain

ellipsoid but the normalized distance use the plane which is arbi

trarily chosen at the measurement of strain in field.

The figure 10 illustrates one of the principal plane of a strain

ellipsoid. If we divide one twelfth every 30 ° the arc of the sec

tion ellipsoid from one of the principal axes (point 1), we would

locate 36 points on the three principal planes. I call the 36 points

"36 directions" since they are the directions defined in the xyz

coordinate. In Fig. 11, we represent any vector p as

P =

We have the next relation with regard to any vector p

y2

where

X V Z

cosa = ,—, , cos/? =,—, , cosy =,—, .
IpI IpI IpI

Suppose that p lies on the ellipsoid, the equation holds

(x y z) d e

sym h

The equation is expanded as

= 1.

Fig. 11 A direction vector p is denoted by Euler angle ( a , /?, y ) and its

coordinate is (jc, y, z). An intersection between p and the surface

of the ellipsoid shows distance / from the origin.

ax2 + abxy + 2czx + dy2 + leyz + hz2 = 1.

Suppose the distance between the surface point and the center of

the ellipsoid to be /. The surface point is the point that intersects

the vector p and the surface of the ellipsoid. We have relations

x = /cos a , y- /cos p, z = /cos y

and

/2(#cos2 a + 26cos a cosp + 2ccosy cos a + dcos2 ft

+2ecos/9cosy+hcos2y) = 1.

The distance (£v) of a point (Ps) was calculated that lies on the

surface of the strain ellipsoid measured from its center by using

the above equation. The distance (jEJ) of a point (/}) was calculat

ed that lies on the surface of the fabric ellipsoid measured from

its center. If the direction of both the points Ps and /}is same, the

difference between Efand Es are denoted Efs (=iy-2sv). When Efs

is divided by EJ. call it Nfs. Since Nfs is the value that is the nor

malized distance between a surface point of the strain ellipsoid

and that of the fabric ellipsoid, I call Nfs "shape error".

The figure 12 shows the shape error of the 36 directions at

R= 1.0202 for the model 1 in pure shear. The 36 direction num

ber is taken as abscissa and the shape error (Ay as ordinate. The

line A/v=0 indicates the surface of the strain ellipsoid. The open

circles represent the shape error (Ay of the 36 directions. When

the open circle approaches toward the line Nfi=0, the fabric

ellipsoid closes to the strain ellipsoid.

6. Comparison of fabric ellipsoid

and strain ellipsoid

Strain markers of each model have suffered 100 stages of

deformation recorded by the axial ratio (R). R runs from 1.0202

to 7.38906 in pure shear; R varies from 1.02684 to 13.5873 in
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shape error of 36 directions a: Series A.

R=1.0202 pure shear

°^ $ °

Fig. 12 Shape error (Ay of 36 directions at R = 1.0202 for the model 1 in

pure shear. Nf!t = 0 means the surface of a strain ellipsoid.

transpression, and R moves from 1.04081 to 17.9443 in simple

shear. The mean and the standard deviation of the shape error of

the 36 directions in every stage of deformation are calculated.

The deviation range of the models deformed in pure shear is

plotted taking the strain axial ratio (R) as abscissa and the shape

error (Ay as ordinate in Fig. 13. The deviation range of the 36

directions for each R is drawn by the parallel line to the ordinate

axis in the figure. The center of the parallel line indicates the

mean of Nfs of the 36 directions. The length of the line equals to

two times of the standard deviation of Nfs of the 36 directions.

Regarding the series A, we can see from Fig. 13a that when

the sample size of marker ellipsoids increases from 100 to 300,

the deviation range of the 36 directions becomes narrow. The

strain precision becomes higher in this order. On the other hand

the deviation range does not change among the sample size 300,

600 and 1000. There are no change of strain precision for more

than 300 sample size.

For the series B, we know from Fig. 13b that when the

mean of the axial ratio (R,) of initial marker ellipsoids increases

from 1 to 10, the deviation range grows wider. The strain preci

sion becomes lower in this order.

As regard to the series C, we agree from Fig. 13c that when

the standard deviation of /?, decreases from 1 to 0.2, the devia

tion range becomes narrow. The strain precision becomes higher

in this order.

The figures 14 and 15 show the deviation ranges of the

models deformed in the isochoric transpression and the simple

shear, respectively. The graphs of the deviation range are trun

cated at R=\0. Three tendencies of the result for the pure shear

hold almost same in other deformation types. There are no dif-

b: Series B.

c : Series C.

Fig. 13 Deviation range of 36 directions indicated for 100 stages of strain

axial ratio R (abscissa). Ordinate is taken to the shape error. R

varies from 1.0202 to 7.38906.
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a: Series A. a: Series A.

b : Series B.

c : Series C.

O =0.8 transpresston

j n»300 stmptotf

1=600 simple shear

"^■Millllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

1-1000 simples)

b : Series B.

c : Series C.

Fig. 14 Deviation range of 36 directions indicated for 100 stages of strain Fig. 15 Deviation range of 36 directions indicated for 100 stages of strain

axial ratio R (abscissa). Ordinate is taken to the shape error. R axial ratio R (abscissa). Ordinate is taken to the shape error. R

varies from 1.02684 to 13.5873 though R axis is truncated at 10. varies from 1.04081 to 17.9443 though R axis is truncated at 10.
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ferences of precision of strain among three deformational fields,

except for the increasing tendency of the strain precision pro

gressing deformation in the transpression and the simple shear.

7. Discussion

7.1 Application to the naturally deformed rocks

There are several kinds of strain markers in naturally

deformed rocks, e.g. quartz grain in sandstone (Hayashi, 1988,1989;

Couzens and Dunne, 1994), pebble in conglomerate (Lisle, 1984),

porphyroblast in metamorphic rock (Lacassin and van den

Driessche,1983) and xenolith in granite (Ramsay, 1967). Other

markers such as reduction spot (Ramsay, 1967), ooid

(Cloos,1947) and lapillus (Oertel,1970; Helm and Siddans,1971)

are not frequently seen than the former markers but are adopted

more precise markers.

The assumptions for the simulation of the strain precision

in the paper are;

(1) Shape of markers is ellipsoid.

(2) No competency contrast between markers and matrix.

(3) Principal direction of marker ellipsoids is random.

(4) Marker ellipsoids suffer no volume change.

(5) Axial ratio of marker ellipsoids shows a normal distribution.

Although these conditions are so strict that no marker stat

ed above satisfies them all, such markers as reduction spot, ooid

and lapillus satisfy the conditions (1), (2) and (4). While the

condition (3) is not satisfied except for horizontal randomness

because these markers lie under the gravity. However the simu

lation could be performed if we measure the principal directions

of lapilli from the same formation of lapilli tuff in the unde-

formed region and make them as the input data.

Similary, the condition (5), /?, shows a normal distribution,

is not expected in general. If we measure the distribution of #,of

ooid from the same formation of oolite limestone of undeformed

area and let them as the input data, we could simulate properly

to obtain strain. In this case, the distribution of R, is not neces

sarily presented as an explicit function. Modifying the condi

tions (3) and (5) in this way, the reduction spot, ooid and lapillus

could be used as a good strain marker.

7.2 Future possibility

On the natural situation stated above, e.g. on the strain

analysis of sandstone beds using quartz grain as a marker, the

competency contrast is the important condition to be overcome.

Since the average method cannot be used, we should take the

other methods; e.g. the Fry method (Fry, 1979) is the prominent

alternative. If we obtain the strain distribution using the Fry

method, however, the value of strain is difficult to accept.

Because no estimation of strain precision of the Fry method

have been performed. The present simulation, which is the pow

erful method to estimate strain precision, can evaluate the preci

sion of the Fry method.

7.3 Large strain

Since the large strain where R (=tt) over 20 occures in

natural shear zones, it is necessary to check that the present sim

ulation method can treat with large strain. Thus, with regard to

the deformation of the simple shear of model 1 where n = 100,

m = 1 and a = 1, the simulation is performed till R reaches to

38. The result is shown on Fig. 16 from which we agree the pre

sent simulation can handle such large strain as 40.

E,-Es
1A Error correction

The definition of shape error is Nfs =

\iNfs is positive, the fabric ellipsoid is larger than the strain

ellipsoid along the direction, and vice versa.

As shown Fig. 13,14 and 15, the shape error means the devi

ation range of Nfs on the 36 directions and indicates the differ

ence between the fabric ellipsoid and the strain ellipsoid.

One wants to use these figures to correct errors of strain to

the true value.In fact, the figures could be used as a correction

diagram to obtain true strain, if the initial conditions of markers

are matched together with the simulation and the nature. In prac

tice, this correction has little meaning, because the value of

errors is too small. In fact we cannot present them in the Flinn

graph. The errors are one order smaller than the errors common

ly discussed. It is properly said that the fabric ellipsoid could be

taken as the strain ellipsoid in the present simulation except for

the case m = 5 and m = 10, if the initial conditions of markers

are same in the simulation and the nature.

simple shear

model 1

n=100

m=1

a=l

0.15-r

0.10 - ■

0.05

0.00

-0.05

-0.10-■

-0.15

Fig. 16 Deviation range of 36 directions indicated for 100 stages of strain

axial ratio R (abscissa). Ordinate is taken to the shape error. R

varies from 1.06183 to 37.9737.
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Appendix

The average method is applied to analyze strain to the gen

eral deformational field such as coaxial and non-coaxial defor

mations. The most important point which justifies the simulation

is the randomness of the marker ellipsoids. The randomness

regards to both the axial direction and the axial length of the

marker ellipsoids. Four tests are described here how the distribu

tion of the initial markers fits with the assumed statistical distri

bution, such as the normal distribution and the uniform distribu

tion.

A.I. Randomness test of normal random number

The present simulation assumes that the axial ratio (R,) of

initial marker ellipsoids shows a normal distribution. We should

examine how the distribution of the normal random number fits

with the normal distribution.

The x2 test (test °f goodness of fitness) is used for the examina

tion. The x2 test is me test whether an empirical distribution

(sample distribution) fits well with a theoretical distribution

(distribution ofpopulation).

Considering an empirical and a theoretical distribution as |/|

and I/* I (/ = 1 to k), the formula of %2 is defined as follows.

2 * (f,-f*Y

/=! Ji

When we compare the values of ■£ and -£a, and if we have

, then we should abandon the hypothesis at a . The hypothesis is

"sample is a random sample of population". -£tt means the x2

value at the level of significance a and at the freedom 0 = k - 1.

In the present paper there are four sample sizes, « =100,

300, 600 and 1000. The normal distribution of m = 0 and a = 1

is called "standard normal distribution". Since any normal distri

bution is derived from the standard normal deistribution by var-

ing the mean and the standard deviation, the standard normal

distributions of four sample size are examined instead of all the

normal distributions of various means and of various standard

deviations. If the variable of normal distribution is unlimited,

this is true. In the present case R{ is defined on either the domain

[m-3<7 , m + 3ff ] or the domain [1, m + 3<r ] if m~3<r <1. Thus

the x2 f°r aU me models should be calculated.

The equation of the normal distribution N(m, a2) is represented

as

1

V2;
exp

2<x2

which is equal to the frequency of the theoretical distribution.

The x2 values are calculated for all the models as shown on

Table 2 where the freedom is 7.

The value of #2a is shown on Table 3. £2a is the value of

X2 at the level of significance ( a ) where a varies from 0.99 to

0.005 and the freedom is 7. We know from the tables that all the

X2 values calculated for ten models are small enough compared

to the x2a value. The normal random number thus produced fits

well with normal distribution.

A.2. Randomness test of uniform random number

Uniform random numbers are used to define three axial

lengths of a marker ellipsoid whose axial ratio was given. The

Table 2 Value of ^2 of all the models calculated within the defined

region where the freedom is 7. Normal distribution is assumed.

model

model 1

model 2

model 3

model 4

model 5

model 6

model 7

model 8

model 9

model 10

value of x2

2.38077

2.38077

2.38077

2.38077

2.78618

1.31431

1.31431

2.57679

2.50172

2.62299

defined region

[1,4]

[13-4]

[1,2.5]

[1,1.6]

[1,5]

[2,8]

[7,13]

[1,4]

[1,4]

[1,4]

Table 3 Value of x2a • #2« is the value of x2 where the level of signifi

cance a changes from 0.99 to 0.005 and the freedom is 7.

where jc is the variable. The probability of the normal distribu

tion within the range [jc,, jc2] is calculated by

level of

significance a

0.99

0.95

0.90

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.1

0.05

0.01

0.005

value of x2a

1.24

2.17

2.83

4.25

6.35

9.04

12.02

14.07

18.48

20.3
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%2 tests are performed for the uniform random number where

the defined region is [0,1] and the freedom is 9.

The x2 values for four sample sizes are calculated as follows.

Four tests are enough in this case because the region of variable

is fixed.

X2=2.96at«=1000.

The %2a value where the level of significance a varies from

0.99 to 0.005 and the freedom is 9, are indicated on Table 4.

It is clear from the table that the y2 values calculated for four

sample sizes are small enough compared to the y2a values. The

uniform random numbers thus produced are well random to use

for the present simulation.

Table 5 Woodcock and Naylor's randomness test.

a : —- value of X, Y and Z axes for each sample size 100, 300,

$3 S S
600 and 1000. 513 means—- . b : Critical value of — for each

S S

sample size 100, 300,3600 and 1000 (Woodcock and

Naylor,1983).

sample size (n)

100

300

600

1000

S13 value of X

1.34601

1.16250

1.10568

1.08414

S13 value of Y

1.23464

1.11528

1.04090

1.07467

S13 value of Z

1.31795

1.20014

1.07448

1.05081

sample size

(n)

100

300

600

1000

confidence

level 90%

1.597

1.30

1.20

1.161

confidence

level 95%

1.667

1.34

1.23

1.177

confidence

level 97.5%

1.736

1.38

1.26

1.192

confidence

level 99%

1.82

1.44

1.29

1.207

Table 4 Value of #2a where a varies from 0.99 to 0.005 and the free

dom is 9.

level of

significance a

0.99

0.95

0.90

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.1

0.05

0.01

0.005

value of x2a

2.09

3.33

4.17

5.90

8.34

11.39

14.68

16.92

21.7

23.6

A.3. Randomness test of the principal direction of the initial

marker ellipsoids (by Woodcock and Naylor's randomness

test)

It is examined whether the principal direction of the initial

marker ellipsoids is random or not by the method developed by

Woodcock and Naylor (1983). The randomness test is per

formed for four sample sizes, 100, 300, 600 and 1000. The

-=!- values for X, Y and Z axes in each case are shown on Table

5a where -=r- is denoted as 513. The critical values of -^- that
o3 o3

were calculated by Woodcock and Naylor (1983) are also shown

on Table 5b. It can be said by comparing both tables that the

principal direction of the initial marker ellipsoids is random for

every sample size.

A.4. Randomness test of the principal direction of the initial

marker ellipsoids (by the calculation of fabric ellipse)

If the principal direction of initial marker ellipsoids distrib

utes randomly, their fabric ellipsoid becomes a sphere. In other

words three axial lengths of the fabric ellipsoid are unity. The

axial lengths of all the fabric ellipsoids before deformation in

every model are shown on Table 6. Since these fabric ellipsoids

are close to a sphere as shown on the table, the principal direc

tion of the initial marker ellipsoids in every model is close to

random.

Table 6 Axial lengths of fabric ellipsoid of all models at undeformed

state.

model

model 1

model 2

model 3

model 4

model 5

model 6

model 7

model 8

model 9

model 10

length of X

1.04754

1.03808

1.02377

1.00952

1.06502

1.13885

1.25971

1.01575

1.01487

1.01439

length of Y

1.01631

1.01450

1.01056

1.00484

1.02047

1.01917

0.965869

1.00447

0.998628

0.993851

length of Z

0.939302

0.949549

0.966573

0.985791

0.920114

0.861556

0.821886

0.980116

0.986702

0.991917
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要 旨

楕円体パッシブマーカーを用いた3次元歪み解析の精度に影響する因千

:林 大五郎

passiveな楕円体の歪マーカーを用いた平均法による3次元歪解析の精度が､初期歪マーカー楕円体の軸比が正規分

布する場合に､3つの因子 (1)マーカーの数 (2)マーカーの軸比の平均 (3)マーカーの軸比の標準偏差､とどう関係 し

ているかを調べた｡変形場としては (i)純粋努断 (ii)体積変化のないtranspression(iii)単純勢断､の3つを仮定した｡

結果は (1)歪マーカーの数が多いほど歪解析の精度が高い｡ しかし歪マーカーの数が300をこえると精度に変化はな

い｡(2)歪マーカーの軸比の平均が 1に近いほど､歪解析の精度は高い｡(3)歪マーカーの軸比の標準偏差が小さいほ

ど歪解析の精度は高い｡これらの結果は3つの変形場でほぼ同様に成立する｡ しかしtranspressionと単純勢断では､

変形につれ歪解析の精度は高 くなるが､純粋勢断では変形につれて精度は変化 しない｡

キーワー ド:精度､3次元歪解析､楕円体パッシブマーカー､平均法


